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Overview of Submissions:
Underkirtle: One supportive “waisted” kirtle in black worsted wool, made in a transitional style
appropriate for 1480 – 1510, edged and lined with emerald silk taffeta, closed with fingerloop
braid.
Gown: one overgown in dark blue silk (blended with a small amount of cotton) with metallic
woven brocade damask pattern, with silk velvet cuffs, lined in blue silk taffeta, with a deep collar
edging of faux sable (opted for faux due to ethical reasons).
Gorget/Tassel: one tassel of black velvet to function as a décolleté panel for modesty.
Truncated Hennin with frontlets: shorter “truncated” hennin of blue silk, made with buckram and
linen, stiffened with hide glue (synthetic due to ethical reasons), with wire loop covered in silk
velvet, and adorned with black velvet frontlets appropriate for the 1480’s.
Belt: Black velvet belt, lined with natural linen stiffened with hide glue (again, synthetic due to
ethical reasons), hardware/fittings made by Raymond’s Quiet Press appropriate for a late
Burgundian ensemble.
Veil: (not pictured in cover photo) veil of silk gauze, attached to the hennin.
All visible stitches in items above are handsewn using period techniques with period materials.
Everything was self-drafted/patterned.
Background of the Project
Around 2018 I took a break from the SCA and historical sewing as a whole to complete
my graduate degree, find a job, get settled, and then return to my hobby when time (and most
importantly energy) would allow. For these reasons, and a few others, I put my costuming life on
pause. In 2020, the grim reality of the pandemic made me question what was my legacy and
what I wanted to be known for in this life, and I soon realized that the thing that made me most
happy was making and researching historical clothes. The SCA was also there for me (virtually)
when nobody else was in my hours of isolation at home. For that, I recommitted to my hobby
full-time, and decided that I wanted to try making a Burgundian dress.

While I primarily enjoy researching dress of the 16th – 17th centuries, I’ve always been
fascinated with the sumptuousness and detail of the paintings during the northern renaissance of
the mid-to-late 15th century— namely, Van Eyck, Van der Weyden, and Hugo van der Goes. In
2016 I took a red-eye flight to New York, and had to kill time in the morning before checking in
to my hotel, so I walked to the Morgan Library and Museum to see the exhibition Hans
Memling: Portraiture, Piety, and a Reunited Altarpiece. Inspired by the rare opportunity to view
a 15th century northern masterpiece in person, I grabbed a copy of the exhibition catalog
Illuminating Fashion: Dress in the Art of Medieval France and the Netherlands, 1325-1515 in
the museum store on the way out (which was 75% off, so I absolutely HAD to get in my hands.)
This behemoth of a book had me resorting to throwing out clothing in my hotel room just so I
could fit it in my checked luggage, but I was sure happy I did— besides being an exhibition
catalog, the primary use of the book is to act as an aid for rare book and manuscript researchers
to accurately date their manuscripts through a decade-by-decade breakdown of shifting fashion
trends and terminology. Before the 16th century embraced fantastical painting inspired by
Neoplatonist ideals and theatre, portrait paintings (especially of those of the emerging middleupper class in the low countries) could, with a little bit of contextual knowledge, provide an
accurate glimpse into the pulse of contemporary fashion.1
This book fueled my interest in exploring Burgundian clothing, which seemed to be a
result of a convergence of the rivers of social and material history; whether it was trade from the
south and east, anxieties of war from the west due to the Hundred Years’ War as well as the
black death, and a new rise of a powerful merchant class in the low countries that would forever
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change the social stratification of Western Europe with the emergence of merchant capitalism.2
With my own anxieties looming about the plague and political climate in 2020, I figured that
now would be the perfect time to get the project started.

Background Research
This research began with the first version I made of the
supportive under-kirtle, which was originally envisioned and
constructed as a V-fronted shape appropriate for 1470-1480:

However, this version did not work out due to my body-type
needing more support and compression to aid in the highbosomed silhouette. When I made the overgown, it was clear to
me that it resembled a more ‘high and tight’ silhouette iteration of
the Burgundian which arose out of the 1480’s and into the
1490’s.
As we know it today, the kirtle is a supportive dress that was worn from the 14th - 17th
centuries. Before 1330, dresses and men’s clothing were made in a T-shaped construction. It was
theorized in 1980 by historian Stella Newton that the invention of set-in-sleeves in the 14th
century gave rise to the closely-fitted bodice.3 This new tailoring technique, coupled with the
anxieties of the plague, hundred years war, and the imported luxuries from Lucchese merchants
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into France gave rise to the courtly fashions of the 14th century as a form of sartorial escapism.4
I have often wondered and theorized myself whether this tailoring technique (which coincided
with the development of more manueverable form-fitting cloth armor) also arose as a form of
protection against the plague itself— during a time in which the popular belief of miasma meant
that disease was carried in the air, perhaps this armor-like bodice made the wearer feel more
protected against the elements of the world around them.
The word “kirtle” during the period was used interchangeably with the masculine words
cote, coteron, corset; as well as the feminine nouns cotte, and cotelette.
Even more interestingly, a cote and kirtle/kyrtel could describe a fitted garment for men of the
period:
“(ca. 1390): Ande al graythed in grene this gome and his wedes: a strayt cote ful
streght, that stek on his sides, a mere mantile abof, mensked wythinne wyth pelure
pured apert, the pane ful clene[...]”

“(trans) And all arrayed in green were this giant and his clothes, a well tailored
straight cote that clung to his sides, a merry mantle above, adorned within with fur
skillfully trimmed [...]”

However, the word kirtle continued to be used well on into the 16th century to describe a
supportive dress for women, as opposed to either a masculine or feminine outer garment of the
14th and 15th centuries. When we say “cotehardie” in the study of historic dress today, we are
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referring to a type of dress (both feminine and masculine) from a specific time from the 14th
through 15th centuries. The word Kirtle is more broadly defined across a few hundred years as a
type of supportive garment that later became gendered specifically for women.5
The fashions of the Burgundian court were highly influenced by their trading networks;
namely that of Italy. While Bruges was called ‘the Venice of the north’ due to its resemblance
with the canal-like waterways, it was a powerhouse of trade with Italy. The alliance of Burgundy
and the Low Countries with the marriage of Philip the Brave and Marguerite of Flanders allowed
increased economic prosperity of the Burgundian court through access to cities such as Bruges,
Ypres, and Ghent which had a flourishing silk and wool trade in addition to these trading
networks.6 These networks of trade (especially in the case of Italy) meant that the after the breakup of the Byzantine Empire, that goods from the Ottoman East began to flow westward into
cities such as Venice, and eventually to Burgundy.7 These goods had a
direct influence on the surface ornamentation of fabric, as well as in the cut
and construction of clothing— namely the caftan, which was worn by those
from of the golden horde to the East.8 This style of wrapper gown can be
seen influencing later Burgundian dresses, such as those here (right).
The hennin was also likely influenced by Ottoman Turkish fashion, as goods from the
Ottoman empire began to enter western Europe during the 14th and 15 centuries and began to
influence sartorial tastes with orientalist fascination.9
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Project Inspiration
I was inspired by these paintings and illuminations for this project:

(From left to right: Maria de Hoose (from The Triptych of Jan de Witte, 1473.), The Triptych of
the Moreel Family [detail], by Hans Memling, 1484., Maximilian of Austria Presents the Collar
of the Golden Fleece to a Nobleman, While Mary of Burgundy Presents a Collar to His Wife.

Diego de Valera, Traité de Noblesse; Beinecke Library., MS 230 Fol 118)

Patterning the Project
Already familiar with the methods of draping, I self-patterned my project with a muslin mockup.
If you would like to see all the steps I took in patterning out this portion, please visit the link
below. Leading up to this project, I taught a class in kirtle construction for Fiberuary in 2021,
and I gave a step-by-step overview of how to pattern one out from scratch (with thanks to the
website La Cotte Simple for their guidance all those years ago when I learned about cotte/kirtle
patterning):

(Link to my slideshow)
Some pictures of the process, from basic square, to a bust-supportive pattern:

I used this pattern as a base for my underkirtle and Burgundian overgown, with some
modications. I also ended up raising the neckline much higher for modesty reasons. For the
underkirtle, I wanted something I could potentially wear up until 1510, so the front neckline is a
little squared off, and the back swoops down into a deep V-shape.

Construction: Waisted Underkirtle

Using this pattern I made in the previous section of the documentation, I cut out
interlining in unbleached linen and pad stitched the entire bodice. This technique is important to
stiffen the overall garment to help facilitate a smooth silhouette free of wrinkles and warping.

After pad stitching, I laid the foundational interlining over the black worsted outer shell and whip
stitched that into place with linen thread. The bodice was lined in Linen, and the skirts were lined
in silk taffeta, as is appropriate to the period and is seen in visual records from the manuscript
illuminations.10 I also tried out a new experiment: having only 4 yards of fabric for the dress
total, I was challenged with having enough volume in the skirts to billow out from my body in a
characteristic bell shape appropriate for a silhouette of the early transitional period (1480’s –
1510). I decided to try a padded hem using a stiffened strip of buckram sandwiched between the
silk facing bottom layer. I also used this silk facing to give a false extension to the hemline as I
had cut it too short. This buckram technique worked like a charm, and while I don’t have
documentation for very early padded hems, historically, I am not far from the advent of the
farthingale which was made with stiffened rope or horsehair. I wonder if a similar technique was
adapted early on to help give volume to skirts.
Originally, I didn’t want sleeves, but finding little to no documentation for sleeveless
garments being popular in the Netherlands during this period, I reluctantly forced myself to be
historically responsible and to make a pair of tiny sleeves with the remaining scrap fabric.
I opted for short unlined sleeves, because we live in a hot climate, and every layer counts. The
bodice is also edged at the neckline in straight-grain facing strips of green silk taffeta for visual
interest, and to replicate some of the narrow garment edgings seen in the 1490s. I worked the
eyelets and bound them in waxed linen thread. The bodice is closed shut with a fingerloop braid I
made this past summer in 2021. There is some gapping at the bottom of the bodice where it
meets the skirts, but this will be remedied eventually (by means of exercise). The pattern was
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made in 2021, but the gown was made in 2022, so I didn’t account for the change in my
pandemic physique.
Construction: Burgundian Overgown
In early 2021, I sought out fabric vendors online, but due to supply shortages, periodappropriate damask was in limited supply or out of my price range. I settled for this silk-cotton
metallic blend that was on clearance for $10 a yard. While the pattern itself is more appropriate
for the 16th century and beyond, the patterning was so dense, that it visually looks passable for
the period I am aiming for. I sought far and wide to find appropriate documentation, but the
earliest example of a similar pattern I could visually find in museum databases was a sample
from the 1550’s— nearly 60 years after my objective. Alas, I trudged on with this project.
I also bought blue silk taffeta to line the dress, and decided upon a fur collar. I opted for
synthetic fur, as I am not fond of using real fur due to personal ethics. I springed for a highquality synthetic sable fur, since we know that sable was in use during this period.11
As for patterning, I re-drafted my pattern from before to accommodate the swooping
neckline popular in Burgundian fashion, and then proceeded to pad-stitch the interior of the
garment with heavyweight linen thread:
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After that was complete, I cut out the gown in silk brocade and the
lining. I used a pinned cord under tension to get perfectly straight
edges along the sides of the gown. Since this material wanted to fall
apart and fray the very second I handled it, I assembled the gown
using my sewing machine for the hidden seams, and finished it with
visible hand-stitching along the neckline.
For the sleeves, I constructed them in one piece, so that the cuff could be folded over if
need be. I opted for a dark cobalt silk velvet for the sleeve detail. According to the visual history
in this period and style, most cuffs were (if not made of fur) were made of silk velvet.

I hand-stitched the fur collar to the top of the gown using linen thread, and lined the underside
with some chestnut-colored silk I had laying around. The collar hangs loose in the back, as it is
depicted in many manuscript illuminations of the period.
Intrigued with some of the visual examples showing no discontinuity between the lining
and the edges of the gown, I was curious with the idea of experimenting with a rolled hem in
reverse. My theory, is that it would aid in making the gown flare out more, instead of turning the
hem direction inwards. I rolled the hem towards the front, pressed it, pinned it and carefully

prick stitched it to the outer fabric. The result was quite fabulous, and helps keep the hemline
away from my feet.

Accessories: Belt, Hennin, Veil.
The visual inspiration for my truncated hennin with
frontlets, belt, and veil comes from this illumination on the
left.12 I used leftover silk from the lining of the main gown
for the outer fabric of the truncated hennin, and constructed
a pattern out of stiff paper, before committing to cutting two
layers of buckram interlining. After attending a virtual SCA
event last year on German hatmaking, I was intrigued with
the idea of using rabbit skin glue as hat
sizing. However, as my SCA name ‘de Haze’ implies, you could probably
gather that I am quite fond of rabbits. So I searched far and wide for a
synthetic sizing material before coming across Golden Acrylics GAC-400
which was solely designed to stiffen natural fibers. I used the GAC sizing on
the buckram hat frames and used two coats to effectively stiffen the fabric.
After the sizing was dried, I covered a wire with velvet to make the characteristic loop
which acts as a counterbalance on the head to hold the hat in place. I bound the hat brim in black
velvet, and lined the hat in a medium weight linen. The frontlets were made of black velvet, and
while they are traditionally pinned to the hat, I decided to attach them using temporary tacking
stitches out of linen thread. The veil is a square of silk gauze I purchased from Burnley and
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Trowbridge, and I finished the raw edges with ultrafine silk
kimono thread. I left the selvedge edges unfinished, as there is no
reason to hem those.
The belt was made with unbleached linen treated with the
GAC-400 (synthetic hide glue), sandwiched between black
cotton velvet, and whip-stitched shut. I opted to go with cotton
velvet for the frontlets, gorget, and belt it is more durable and less fiddly than silk velvet (which
is usually quite flimsy). The belt fittings are made by Raymond’s Quiet Press.
The gorget, or tassel as it is called is hotly debated on costuming blogs as to whether it
was a separate piece of cloth, a side-or-back-laced underkirtle, a proto-partlet, or a waisted kirtle
with a different colored bodice upper from the skirts attached.13 There is visual evidence for all
of the above.14 For my v-fronted kirtle project, I came to the conclusion that a side-laced kirtle
was necessary to create the smooth front throughout the visible lacing, but
since I already had a foundational dress for the Burgundian gown, I decided to
opt for the modesty panel approach and just simply hem a large square of
cotton velvet. It works.

Conclusion: All in all, this was the most challenging costuming project I’ve
undertaken to date, and I hope to create more late 15th century clothes in the
future.
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